ray and Wise, 1996) or to its principal output pathway, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 the fornix (Rupniak and Gaffan, 1987), impairs conditional visuomotor learning. This type of learning also requires mechanisms that select and monitor behavioral events. Animals need to Summary choose an action in response to each cue and keep The prefrontal (PF) cortex has been implicated in the track of these choices so that feedback about the conseremarkable ability of primates to form and rearrange quences (e.g., reward) can be used to modify behavior. arbitrary associations rapidly. This ability was studied Here, the prefrontal (PF) cortex is likely to be involved. in two monkeys, using a task that required them to learn It has long been thought to play a role in the top-down to make specific saccades in response to particular control of complex behavior and is interconnected with cues and then repeatedly reverse these responses. During such tasks, the activity of many trary stimulus-response associations. We learn that PF neurons codes both cues and the behavioral re-"green" means "go" and "red" means "stop," for examsponses instructed by them (Watanabe, 1986; Sakagami ple. In the laboratory, the ability to act voluntarily acand Niki, 1994a, 1994b; Hasegawa et al., 1998). cording to learned rules is studied using conditional To explore the role of the PF cortex in arbitrary cuevisuomotor tasks (Petrides, 1985a (Petrides, , 1985b (Petrides, , 1986 (Petrides, , 1990 response learning, we studied the activity of lateral PF Passingham, 1993). In such tasks, only a small number neurons during performance of a conditional visuomotor of responses can be performed. On any particular trial, task. This task required the animals to associate a fovethe correct response depends on the identity of the cue ally presented cue object (500 ms) with a saccadic eye used on that trial. One cue may require, for example, an movement, either to the left or to the right (Figure 1) . eye or arm movement in a certain direction, whereas Two novel cue objects were used each day (i.e., for each another cue would require one in another direction. No single cue or response invariably leads to reward. Inrecording session). They learned which response was stead, subjects must learn to map the cues to their required for each cue by trial and error. To separate associated actions.
Learning was also reflected in a change in the reaction times of the saccadic eye movements at the choice. Just before the reversals, reaction times averaged ‫571ف‬ Learned-State Properties First, we examined neuronal properties after the object ms. Just after the reversals, saccadic reaction times increased to ‫002ف‬ ms and then decreased in parallel and direction pairings were relatively well learned. For these analyses, we included only data extracted from with the change in animals' error rates. Indeed, the reaction times for the ten trials preceding a reversal were "well-learned trials." Specifically, these were correct trials from groups of ten trials of at least 80% correct significantly shorter than those for the ten trials just after a reversal (p Ͻ 0.001, t test).
performance. We thus hoped to exclude, for the moment, any learning-related changes in activity in order to focus first on the steady-state properties, that is, Neuronal Properties General Properties the stable representation of cue-saccade associations. Figure 3a . They showed obaddition of these attributes. For example, the cell illustrated in Figure 3c preferred rightward saccades over ject-selective activity starting shortly after cue onset that was maintained throughout the trial. On the ANOVA, leftward saccades. Superimposed on this direction selectivity was a preference for object B over object A. these cells showed a significant effect of OBJECT, but not of DIRECTION, and no significant interaction beSuch cells showed a significant effect of OBJECT and DIRECTION with no interaction between the factors. tween the factors (evaluated at p Ͻ 0.01). Other cells (59 of 202, or 29%) were selective for the saccade direcFor the majority of object-and direction-selective cells (88 of 202, or 44%), the cue and saccade direction tion, but not for the cue object in at least one epoch. They showed a significant effect of DIRECTION, but not influenced activity in a nonlinear fashion. That is, their responses to specific object-saccade pairings could not OBJECT, and no interaction between the factors. An example is depicted in Figure 3b . It was relatively unsebe explained by simply summing their responses to the individual elements. For example, the cell illustrated in lective during sample presentation. Then, during the delay, its activity was highly dependent on the direction Figure 3d was nonselective during cue presentation. Then, in the delay, it showed the highest activity on trials of the forthcoming saccade but unaffected by the cue object. in which monkeys saw object A and made a leftward saccade. Activity to all other combinations of cues and Many cells (120 of 202, or 60%) showed activity that depended on both the cue object and saccade direction saccades elicited equally lower levels of activity. In other words, direction selectivity was apparent for only one in at least one epoch. They showed a significant effect of OBJECT and DIRECTION and/or a significant interaction of the two cue objects. These "nonlinear" cells showed number and the time of appearance of directional selectivity, which we approximated with a simple sigmoid correct trials later. That is, direction-selective activity abruptly "switched" to reflect the saccade the animal function (r 2 ϭ 0.97, p Ͻ 0.0001). In the first five correct trials after a reversal, direction selectivity appears ‫007ف‬ was about to perform. This was also evident in an examination of the animal's error trials; also plotted on the ms into the trial (almost 900 ms before the response). By the time the animals' performance begins to asympfigure is the average activity during the first ten error trials in which the animals chose the wrong saccade (red tote at trial 15, direction selectivity appears much earlier, at ‫052ف‬ ms into the trial (1350 ms before the response). circles). Note that this activity is similar to that before the reversal, when the saccade was correct. Thus, this Neural Correlates of Over-Learning In addition to introducing two novel cue objects in each activity was not reflecting the "output" of a learned association. Rather, it seemed simply to reflect the direction session, we used two highly familiar cue objects. These cant difference in activity between the novel and familiar objects in at least one epoch (p Ͻ 0.01, t test, activity to familiar objects versus activity to novel objects). population of neurons may depend upon repeated expoWe sought to determine if this difference in activity sure and may require days or weeks to develop. between novel and familiar objects could be developed "online," i.e., in the course of one recording session. We recorded the activity of an additional 30 neurons Discussion (beyond the 254 neurons reported above) from one monkey, during the presentation of two novel objects for To perform this task, the monkeys needed to identify cue stimuli, choose responses, and form associations which the initial object-direction associations were maintained throughout the recording session (1924 trials between them. Because the presentation of the visual cue and the animal's response were separated in time, on average). We then compared the activity of these neurons on the first 50-100 correct trials to that from the monkeys needed to bridge the gap. reversed; the cue that had required a rightward saccade now required a leftward saccade and vice versa. The monkeys were not Experimental Procedures explicitly cued that a reversal had occurred. Instead, they had to infer it from feedback about their performance. Again, the monkeys Subjects were required to learn the correct responses by trial and error. The subjects were two rhesus monkeys, Macacca mulatta, weighing This learning-asymptote-reversal cycle continued for as long as the 10 and 6 kg. Using previously described methods (Miller et al., 1993) , monkeys were willing to work. Each reversal was classified as a monkeys were implanted with a scleral search coil (Robinson, 1963;  new block; the monkeys worked four to ten blocks (average ϭ 6) Judge et al., 1980) to monitor eye movements, a head bolt to immobiin a day (i.e., for one recording session). lize the head during recording, and recording chambers. Penetration sites were determined using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Data Analysis The recording chambers were positioned stereotaxically over the We divided the trial into three contiguous, nonoverlapping epochs for analysis of neural activity. We defined "cue" activity as the neural lateral PF cortex such that the principal sulcus and surrounding response from 100-700 ms after stimulus onset. frontal neuronal activity coding the forthcoming saccade in an oculomotor delayed matching-to-sample task. J. Neurophysiol. 79,
